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Working with Indigenous communities 
Omnia Inclusive has operated, for over thirty years on the 
traditional lands of many Indigenous Nations and their 
communities. We value our community relationships with our 
Indigenous people, recognising their ongoing connection to 
Country and Culture, and their place as important members 
and contributors to our regions and cities.

Omnia Inclusive engages with Indigenous communities 
in NSW, including Wiradjuri (Western NSW), Cammeragyal 
(Sydney), Darkinyung (Central Coast), Awabakal (Newcastle)
and in Queensland, Yuggera (Brisbane) and Bundjalung 
(Gold Coast), having placed 156 of Indigenous people into 
employment across NSW and Queensland form July 2018.
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Indigenous Participation Plan
Omnia Inclusive Employment Solutions Ltd (Omnia 
Inclusive) is committed to maximising the participation 
of Indigenous communities, enabling the increase 
in employment of Indigenous Australians in our 
Employment Service Areas (ESAs), and Employment 
Regions (ERs). 

The Omnia Indigenous Participation Plan sets out 
how we work with Indigenous communities, industry, 
and governments across the four key areas of Respect 
and Recognition, Cultural Heritage, Indigenous 
Employment, and Indigenous Business. 
Our commitment to Indigenous participation is 
supported by a high level of accountability with regular 
reporting on progress and outcomes. 

Leadership is fundamental to our success. 
This Indigenous Participation Plan reflects our 
commitment, and that of Omnia’s Board of Directors, 
Senior Leadership and Management Teams and 
staff, continues to participate in and work toward a 
higher standard of Indigenous participation in their 
communities in which we operate. 

For over thirty years we have been working in 
partnership with Indigenous communities across 
New South Wales and Queensland in supporting and 
achieving shared goals.
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Current Indigenous Placements and 26 Week Outcomes

Supplier Wiradjuri Cammeragyal Darkinyung Awabakal Yuggera Bundjalung Total

Placements 75 5 37 26 5 8 156

26-weeks 40 0 21 18 3 5 87

% Total Placements 53% 0% 57% 69% 60% 63% 56%

Proposed Targets

Supplier Wiradjuri Cammeragyal Darkinyung Awabakal Yuggera Bundjalung Total

MMR 7% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5.3%

Employment

MMR 5% 3.5% 4% 5% 3% 2.5% 3.6%

Combined

MMR 5% 4% 4% 5% 4% 3% 4.2%

Respect and Recognition
Foundations for partnership 
We understand that Indigenous communities need to be 
represented and can participate in the decision-making 
process as their contribution may evolve in different ways 
through different lived experiences. 

We also recognise there is much to learn from each 
community’s culture, their goals, and their aspirations and 
how to optimise the collaboration between the two nations. 

In building partnerships, we strive to understand community 
strengths and seek support from the community to ensure 
the clarity of the learning and support us in overcoming 
any challenges to increase the participation of Indigenous 
communities, peoples and businesses in working with Omnia, 
to achieve agreed aspirations and goals. 

We continue to show our respect for Indigenous communities 
and the importance we place on our working relationships 
across the Employment Regions and Employment Services 
Areas in which we work, through our proactive engagement 
with Elders and members of the community in every aspect 
of our operating support activities we undertake . 

To achieve our Respect and Recognition goals we will 
continue to: 

• proactively engage with Indigenous communities and 
their Elders and nominated leaders, to further enhance 
existing, and develop new partnerships, founded on 
mutual respect and understanding. 

• make an Acknowledgement of Country at our meetings 
and events, respecting the lands on which operate and, 
where appropriate, ensure there is a Welcome to Country 
for significant events where possible by a representative 
of the Indigenous community; 

• encourage cross-cultural exchanges and cultural learning 
opportunities for all Omnia employees, including Board 
members and contractors, appreciating the differences 
between Indigenous communities, and seeking guidance 
to increase our awareness as to these differences. 

• celebrate our Indigenous cultures at a local and 
regional level, supporting and participating in NAIDOC 
celebrations and other Indigenous community events, 
and integrating celebrations where this is possible and 
respectful; 

• where practicable, work with Traditional Owners to identify 
suitable names in traditional language of the Indigenous 
community in which we operate, and incorporate 
Indigenous cultural design in key pieces of infrastructure;
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• encourage participation of Indigenous community 
members in our Community Consultative Committees; and

• empower Omnia Inclusive staff who identify as Indigenous 
/ First Nations People to share their knowledge and 
identify new engagement opportunities, thereby 
encouraging local Indigenous input into our planning 
processes, approaches to the community and, where 
possible, the decision-making process on service 
engagement.

Pathways to Economic Participation
Indigenous employment 
Omnia Inclusive has extensive experience with Indigenous 
communities across our operating footprint, and we know 
from experience by providing employment opportunities, 
such as work experience and meaningful work placements, 
are important ambitions and outcomes for both the 
Indigenous community, the individual and for Omnia 
Inclusive. 

Omnia Inclusive is committed to creating opportunities for 
the development of skilled Indigenous workers through 
our connections with our local Lands Councils, Indigenous 
Connected participation programs, employers and training 
organisations such as TAFE and Registered Training 
Organisations (RTO’s), specifically in relation to funded 
programs enabling employment through training who do not 
have an employment pathway in their service delivery. 

Many of Omnia Inclusive’s Indigenous communities have 
a long and proud association with Omnia Inclusive, from 
which we will continue to strengthen that relationship, and 
create opportunities that will support a new generation of 
Indigenous Australians in the employment services industry, 
providing lasting benefits to their communities and the 
Australian economy.

Our Relationship with Our Indigenous Community 

Chloe was a young aboriginal woman supported by Omnia 
Inclusive in accessing an NDIS plan. Chloe has intellectual 
disabilities and psychological conditions, in addition to being 
homeless and interested only in couch surfing. 

Omnia Inclusive supported her receiving an NDIS plan by 
obtaining her birth certificate for “proof of identity and 
priority housing access” with the NSW Department of 
Housing.

Chloe gained access to the NDIS and Omnia Inclusive 
continued to provide necessary support on her journey of 
changed circumstances by seeking and attaining additional 
funding within her NDIS plan to enable the transition to 
independent housing. 

As part of the Omnia Inclusive continuum of a tailored 
pathway to employment, Chloe transitioned from our NDIS 
School Leaver Employment Supports program, into our 
Disability Employment program, achieving the shared goal of 
financial and living independence through her employment 
with McDonald’s, through Omnia Inclusive’s preferred 
employment provider status with McDonalds. 

Indigenous Business in the Supply Chain 
Omnia Inclusive actively promotes the employment of 
Indigenous Australians into Indigenous businesses, as 
they are more likely to employ Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander staff. This is premised in their cultural and family 
understanding of what employment brings to the social 
fabric of the community in addition to substantial cultural, 
and economic benefits to Indigenous business owners, their 
families, the communities and the Australian economy. 

Omnia Inclusive is committed to supporting Indigenous 
businesses, ensuring they are prepared for, and provide 
opportunities in which to participate with Omnia Inclusive 
to deliver shared objectives, of increasing Indigenous 
employment across the areas in which we operate. We 
acknowledge there may be challenges for both parties to 
overcome in achieving this vision of Indigenous participation 
goals, however, we know that success will take commitment, 
planning and strong partnerships  with Indigenous 
communities, industry, and government. 

To achieve our goals for Indigenous Employment and 
Indigenous Business we will continue to: 

• provide information and access to support in a range of 
formats to Indigenous Australians, including our website, 
industry and employment events and a network of 
regional offices; 

• work in project planning stages to understand the 
opportunities Omnia Inclusive can provide through 
supporting individual and tailored capability development 
to attain employment, in addition to optimising the 
capacity of local Indigenous communities to implement 
these opportunities; 
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• Examples of connections and engagement with our local 
communities to support future Indigenous workforce 
participation include:

 • Indidg Connect is an Aboriginal NDIS provider in 
Dubbo – their funding is specifically targeted to “Young 
Aboriginal People” to develop skills and confidence, 
while providing a safe space for their “First Nations 
People” to improve their quality of life through positive 
one-on-one and group programs. The program involves 
community participation, well-being supports, cultural 
knowledge, and social inclusion, including goal setting 
and employment opportunities 

  Omnia Inclusive is recognised by this group as a 
trusted service to support and offer employment 
opportunities for their NDIS funded First Nations 
People. 

 • Orange Aboriginal Lands Council – The OALC has 
received a funding grant in March 2021 through the 
NDIS to specifically assist First Nations Youth with a 
disability develop skills and confidence to improve 
their quality of life through one-on-one support 
and group programs. 

• Omnia Inclusive will replicate the trusted Pathway 
to employment model, which has been successfully 
implemented in Dubbo whereby Omnia’s local Career and 
Workplace Consultants, in collaboration with our Business 
Relationship Consultant in Orange, who identify as 
Indigenous Australians, will optimise their connections to 
develop a pathway to employment for youth candidates 
across the Employment Region.

• Omnia Inclusive is working with Bungree Group on the 
NSW Central Coast as part of their “Educational Gaps 
Program” where they identify at risk Indigenous youth 
of being disengaged from the community and therefore 
employment opportunities, Omnia has been invited to 
be an active partner within the Aboriginal Employment 
Interagency on the Central Coast. 

• Omnia Inclusive proactively:

 • engages with Indigenous communities, industry, 
and government agencies in supporting the design 
and delivery of training and development programs 
that will improve local employment capacity, where this 
is needed to support the employment pathways 
of disengaged youth 

 • engages with key partners linking training and 
development programs with identified projects and 
local industries to provide the greatest regional benefit 
to all members of the community

 • ensures Indigenous participation is included  
as a key element of all tender responses 

 • includes Indigenous participation targets in our 
contracts and work with contractors to achieve 
agreed outcomes. 

Omnia Inclusive’s Indigenous Recruitment 
Omnia Inclusive employs a range of positions in their 
Employment and NDIS Programs, including Aboriginal Liaison 
Officers, management, administration, business development, 
and employment consultants. 

Our strategic Indigenous participation objective is  
to increase the number of Indigenous people directly 
employed by Omnia Inclusive from our current representative 
level of ten percent (2%, limited by willing disclosure by 
employees under the Privacy Act) of the Omnia workforce 
as at (as of July 2021). 

In implementing this objective, we actively work with our 
Indigenous communities, and their networks, to encourage 
applications thereby increasing the number of Indigenous 
people applying for advertised positions.

In conjunction with our Respect and Recognition  
objectives, we provide a workplace that is inclusive and values 
the contributions of our Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
employees in all activities including decision-making outcomes. 

Working with Major Contractors 
In all Omnia Inclusive programs, we will engage with 
Indigenous contractors within each of our Employment 
Regions and Employment Service Areas in providing a broad 
range of employment and business opportunities. 

Omnia Inclusive looks for opportunities to contract Indigenous 
businesses directly through our day-to-day operations, 
drawing on local networks and Indigenous business directories, 
such as Supply Nation. These procurements assist in meeting 
Omnia Inclusive’s Indigenous participation aspirations.

Achieving these targets requires critical and ongoing 
engagement with Indigenous communities, families, and 
Elders in supporting support Indigenous employees, while 
acknowledging their cultural history and increasing a wider 
community awareness of these traditions, underpinning a 
high level of coordination between contributing programs 
and agencies.
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Measuring and Reporting on Performance 
Omnia Inclusive is committed to monitoring and measuring 
social performance as a means of understanding and 
managing social impacts of Indigenous engagement and 
participation across our programs, while maximising the 
benefits to both the community and Omnia Inclusive. 

Omnia Inclusive participate in the Workplace Equality Gender  
annual reporting cycle, and monitors internally our 
Indigenous performance against targets and will include 
these metrics in our developing quarterly Social Performance 
Reports, used to track our social responsibility 

Our reporting will include information regarding Indigenous 
employment (to the extent possible subject to Privacy 
legislation), including the cultural association/identity of 
employees, retention and separation rates, and training 
or other qualifications achieved. 

Omnia Inclusive will report on the number and value of 
contracts with Indigenous businesses, which will enable 
improved planning and implementation of initiatives that 
complement the aspirations of the Indigenous communities 
and Omnia Inclusive concurrently, establishing two-way 
accountability, which will enhance our existing strong 
relationships across the areas in which we operate. 

Indigenous Participation Plan 
Omnia Inclusive Employment Solutions Limited

1. This is an Indigenous Participation Plan submitted as part of the Tender in response to Request for Tender for 
Transition to Work 2022 (RFT). 

2. If selected as the [Contractor] following evaluation of Tenders received in response to the RFT, Omnia Inclusive 
Employment Solutions will meet the mandatory minimum requirements for the purposes of the Indigenous 
Procurement Policy: 

at the contract-based level, in which regard at least: 

4% percentage of Omnia Inclusive Employment Solutions’ workforce is deployed into employment must be 
Indigenous Australians over the Initial Term; and 

5.3% percentage of the value of the Caseload is represented by the Indigenous Community during the Initial Term; or 

at the organisation-based level, in which regard at least: 

2.5% percentage of Omnia Inclusive Employment Solutions’ workforce is deployed into employment must be 
Indigenous Australians over the Initial Term; and 

2% percentage of the value of Omnia Inclusive Employment Solutions’ Australian supply chain will be subcontracted 
to Indigenous enterprises over the Initial Term, where possible. 
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3. To meet the mandatory minimum requirements on and from 1 July 2022 for the purposes of the Indigenous 
Procurement Policy, Omnia Inclusive Employment Solutions will undertake the:

MMR is Non-remote contract level for EMPLOYMENT, SUPPLIER, COMBINED are target greater than 4% / remote 
contract level greater than 4% / organisation level greater than 3% for all three categories. 

Current Levels Being Attained

Supplier Wiradjuri Cammeragyal Darkinyung Awabakal Yuggera Bundjalung Total

Placements 75 5 37 26 5 8 156

26-weeks 40 0 21 18 3 5 87

% Total 
Placements

53% 0% 57% 69% 60% 63% 56%

Proposed Targets

Supplier Wiradjuri Cammeragyal Darkinyung Awabakal Yuggera Bundjalung Total

MMR 7% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5.3%

Employment

MMR 5% 3.5% 4% 5% 3% 2.5% 3.6%

Combined

MMR 5% 4% 4% 5% 4% 3% 4.2%

Omnia Inclusive employs a range of positions in their Employment and NDIS Programs, including Aboriginal Liaison 
Officers, management, administration, business development, and employment consultants. 

Our strategic Indigenous participation objective is to increase the number of Indigenous people directly employed 
by Omnia Inclusive from our current representative level of ten percent (2% estimated as not all employees have 
disclosed the culture to which they identify with under the Privacy Act) of the Omnia Inclusive workforce as at as 
of July 2021. 

In implementing this objective, we actively work with our Indigenous communities, and their networks, to encourage 
applications thereby increasing the number of Indigenous people applying for advertised positions.


